Disclaimer
IMPORTANT: The Vielight Neuro Pro is currently classified as a
general wellness device in the USA, as a consumer product in
Canada, and as electrical equipment in the EU.
Please, note that the Vielight Neuro Pro is not a medical device
under any jurisdiction and is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure,
or prevent any disease.
The information presented in the Neuro Pro forum(s), Vielight Inc.
website(s), or any other Vielight Inc. communication materials, is
neither a substitute for nor an alternative to the advice of a licensed
healthcare practitioner. Please, consult your licensed healthcare
professional for any medical advice.
Vielight Inc. is not a licensed healthcare provider and does not
provide any medical advice. No medical advice should be inferred
from any idea, suggestion, testimonial, or other information set
forth in the Neuro Pro forum(s), on the Vielight Inc. website(s), in
any other Vielight Inc. materials, or information provided over the
phone, on product packaging, or in any email correspondence.
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Safety Considerations
and Training
Generally, healthy individuals should be able to use the device
safely by limiting its use to 20 minutes, once every other day.
Because of individual differences in sensitivity, users are advised
to observe the effects that tPBM has on them specifically and
adjust the frequency of use accordingly. This is based on evidence
from PBM research on light dose response, suggesting that while
too little of a light dose has no effect, too much (overstimulation)
may have adverse effects.
Due to the large variety of options available with the Neuro Pro,
education and training will be provided by Vielight Inc. via online
resources. This is to ensure the understanding of the product
and to enable best practices based on current research, and to
optimize the experience and the outcomes from the Neuro Pro.
This user guide covers the basics for the device use and care.
Additional education material for safe and proper use of the
device is available at https://pro.vielight.com.
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NEURO PRO Components (1)
A

A

THE NEURO PRO SET INCLUDES:
Also see items on the next page.

(A) Neuro Pro Headset (6 LEDs in total):
		
(A1) Front Headset Module (3 LEDs)
		
(A2) Rear Headset Module (3 LEDs)
		
(A3) Side Base Assembly (x2, left and right)
		
(A4) Headset VGA Connector
		
(A5) Metal Band (x2 front and rear)
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(B) Neuro Pro Nasal Applicator Module:
(B1) Nasal Ap plicator
(B2) Nasal Applicator Connector Pin
(B3) Optional Silicone Sleeve (blue) for a better
grip of the nasal applicator’s clip
(C) Neuro Pro Controller
(D) Smartphone:
The smart phone has the Neuro Pro App preinstalled.
See included Neuro Pro App User manual.
(E) Power Bank.
(F) Power Cord with Adapter.
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NEURO PRO Components (2)

G
G3

(G) PRO-MODULE A
(G1) LED module (1 LED)
(G2, G3) Stabilizer
The stabilizers (G2, G3) slide along the metal band.
(G4) Metal Band
The Metal Band (G4) can be shortened or extended 		
into or out of the LED capsule (G5), to accommodate
the size and shape of your head. To do that, hold
the LED Capsule (G5) and slide the Metal Band into
it to shorten, or pull it out to extend.
(G5) LED Capsule
(G6) Connector Pin (at the end of the cord)
Ensure that your Neuro Pro set has all listed components.
Contact Vielight Inc, if anything is missing.
NOTE: The Neuro Pro and the Pro-Module A come in separate
carry cases and may be packed in two separate boxes.
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Preparing Your NEURO PRO (1)
Before preparing the Neuro Pro for use, fully charge the
included smartphone. This smartphone has the Neuro
Pro app preinstalled. You will require this app to control and
adjust the device’s settings and functions. Also, the smartphone is uniquely paired with your Neuro Pro.
NOTE: At this time you cannot use any other smartphone
or other similar device to connect to and use the Neuro Pro
tPBM device.
Once the smartphone is charged and the Neuro Pro is
prepared (following the instructions) you can start using your
Neuro Pro device.
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Preparing Your NEURO PRO (2)
A
F

To prepare the Neuro Pro for use, after charging the
smartphone, proceed as follows:
1. Connect power adapter (F) to the controller (C) by
inserting the pin into the socket (CS) on the base side of the
controller. Then insert the power adapter into an electrical
outlet. If you live in a country outside North America, please,
use a power adapter that is appropriate for your country.
2. Connect the headset (A) and the nasal applicator
module (B) to the controller (C) by inserting respective
connector pins (A4) and (B2) into appropriate sockets (A4S)
and (B2S) on the controller (C).
3. Alternatively, you can use the power bank (E) to power
your Neuro Pro:
3.1. Ensure that the power bank is charged and charge it, if
it is not.
3.2. Connect the connector cord (CE) to the appropriate
socket (CS) on the controller (C) and to a USB port on
the top panel (ES) of the power bank (E).
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How to use the NEURO PRO

DEFAULT POSITION:
Apex

Apex

ADJUSTING AND PLACING THE DEVICE 1
Placing the headset of your Neuro Pro.
DEFAULT POSITION:
Place the Headset (A) on the head, as shown on the
opposite page, to attain the “Default Position”. You can
adjust the spacing between the Front (A1) and Rear (A2)
LED Module Sets, to attain the desired positions, as shown.
You can also adjust the fit of the Headset to the head
by sliding the Metal Bands (A5) in or out of the Side
Bases (A3). See more on pp 14-15.
Placing the nasal applicator of your Neuro Pro:
Insert the LED of the Nasal Applicator (B) into one
of your nostrils. Make sure that the Clip of the Nasal
Applicator remains on the outside of the nose to hold
the applicator in place. You can slide the blue Silicon Sleeve
(B3) over the clip for a better grip, if needed.
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How to use the NEURO PRO
ADJUSTING AND PLACING THE DEVICE 2

A2

Adjusting the size and fit of the headset:

A5

You can adjust the fit of the Headset to the head
by sliding the Metal Bands (A5) in or out of the Side
Bases (A3, as shown.
NOTE: Only the metal bands of the rear LED module
sets (A2) are adjustable.
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How to use the NEURO PRO

DEFAULT PLUS POSITION:

ADJUSTING AND PLACING ALL THE MODULES
Combining the headset of your Neuro Pro with the
Pro-Module A.
DEFAULT PLUS POSITION:
1. Place the headset (A) of the Neuro Pro in the Default
position, as shown.
2. Place the Pro-Module A (G) over the headset (A), as shown.
A common option for the Module (G1) is to place the LED at
the base of the skull, as shown. The Stabilizer (G2) will be
resting on your forehead, as shown on the image to the right.
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Depending on the size and shape of your head, the Stabilizer
(G3) may or may not rest on your head. You can slide it along
the Metal Band to find a placement that is comfortable.
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How to use the NEURO PRO

C3

G

C

CONNECTING THE PRO-MODULE A
To connect the Pro-Module A (G) to the Controller (C) do
the following:
1. Find Socket (C3) located on the top side panel
of the controller.
2. Insert the Connector Pin (G6), located at the end of the
cord of the Pro-Module A (F) into the socket (C3).
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How to use the NEURO PRO
TURNING ON THE DEVICE (1)
To begin using your Neuro Pro, do the following:
Option A:
1. Connect the Neuro Pro Controller (C) to an electrical
outlet and make sure that all the connectors and pins are
in the appropriate sockets on the controller, as explained
earlier. The Controller (C) will make a beeping sound and
the Start (C1) Button on the Controller (C) will turn green.
2. Turn on the Smartphone (D) and start the Neuro Pro App.
You will be able to turn the Neuro Pro on and control it
from the app.
The App User Guide is included in the box.

C1

NOTE: Refer to the Neuro Pro App User Guide, included in
the package, to learn how to connect the Neuro Pro to the
Neuro Pro App. This step is necessary to customize and run
your Neuro Pro session.
C
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How to use the NEURO PRO
TURNING ON THE DEVICE (2)
To begin using your Neuro Pro, do the following:
Option B:
1. Connect the Neuro Pro controller (C) to an electrical outlet and make sure that all the pins are in the appropriate
sockets on the controller, as was explained earlier and as
shown.
The Controller (C) will make a beeping sound and the
Start (C1) Button on the Controller (C) will turn green.
2. Press the Start (C1) Button on the Neuro Pro Controller (C).
NOTE: The device will run a session with the same settings
that were set for the previously run session. You do not
have to use the Smartphone for this option.

C1

NOTE: Refer to the Neuro Pro App User Guide, included in
the package, to learn how to connect the Neuro Pro to the
Neuro Pro App. This step is necessary to customize and run
your Neuro Pro session.
C
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Product Warranty
LIMITED TWO YEAR WARRANTY
Your Vielight Neuro Pro is warranted to be free of defects in
materials and workmanship pertaining to its normal, intended
use. This warranty is limited to a period of two years from
the purchase date. Within this period, repairs or exchange of
parts that are deemed necessary by Vielight Inc. will be made
free of charge.
This warranty does not cover damage by the following:
a. Misuse, abuse or alteration to the product.
b. Damage caused by accident or neglect.
c. Service or repairs made by unauthorized persons.
IMPORTANT: Vielight Inc. is not responsible for any
incidental, special or consequential damages resulting
from the use of this product.
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Technical specifications
for the NEURO PRO

Cleaning and maintenance

Light Wavelength •••••••••••••••••••••••• Near Infrared 810 nm

1. To clean the Nasal Applicator, wipe it gently with alcohol,
hydrogen peroxide or an antiseptic wipe. As an option for
added hygiene, use a UV sanitizer.
2. You can also clean your personal Nasal Applicator by
holding it under a very light stream of running water (do
not submerge). Then dry it with a soft cloth or a soft
absorbent paper towel.
3. Use a soft, dry cloth to clean the other surfaces of the
Nero Pro device and its components.
4. Do not use abrasive cleaners!
5. Do not submerge any component of the device in any
liquid!
6. Store the equipment in a dry location, free from dust,
away from direct sunlight.
7. The storage temperature should be within the range
of 10°C to 40°C.

Light Pulse Rate •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0-9,999 Hz
Selectable in 1 Hz increments.
Duty Cycle •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10-100%
Selectable in 10% increments.
Power Density •••••••••••• 1-100 mW/cm — Customizable
LED Module selection ••••••••••••••••• any or all LEDs can be
					
activated at any time
Inter-module pulse synchrony ••••••••••••• any two or more
modules can be activated to pulse in synchrony (in-phase
pulse mode) or asynchrony (out-of-phase pulse mode).
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How to find
technical support
1. Please go to https://pro.vielight.com/support for more
information about receiving technical support.
2. To access our technical support forums, please send an
email to pro.support@vielight.com with your NeuroPro
ID for an invitation to join: community.vielight.com.
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